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Music festival of Deoksugung palace The first opening of Habib House
‘Palace music festival of Seoul pop 
orchestra’ shows fantastic stage in old 
palace, which cannot be experienced by 
citizens with beautiful mood of ancient 
palace and passionate music, so 
prepares impressive place all of 
members become one. 

Main historical and cultural facilities of 
Jeong-dong are opened all at once. 
Among them, garden of Habib House is 
opened to general visitors for the first 
time after about 130 years. Habib House 
is famous for host nation's traditional 
constructional type in the world. 
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1  Outline and background of the program

 1. Outline of the program

    ○ Name of program : Jeongdongyahaeng(貞洞夜行) Flowery Night(夜花)

    ○ Period : May 29(Fri.)~30(Sat.), 2015

    ○ Location : Jeong-dong, Jung-gu, Seoul, South Korea.

 2. Background of the program

    ○ The competitiveness of Jung-gu, Seoul was the best in the whole 

nation, but the competitiveness of festival was very low and 

festival for creation of Jung-gu image and festival of regional 

development were not existing. 

    ○ Also, 5 famous regions foreigners visit while 10 million foreigners visit 

Seoul are located in Jung-gu, Seoul, but most of them have a problem 

that culture of Jung-gu cannot be felt by focusing on shopping. 

    ○ Strategies to feel culture of only Jung-gu, Seoul and rehabilitate city 

and vitalize cultural assets through the festival were necessary. 

    ○ Night becomes important in urban tourism and the main element of 

global cities is night program, so night tourism products of 

Jung-gu, Seoul were developed. 

    ○ Materials by analysis on historic story-telling of Jung-gu, Seoul 

were drawn. As a result, ‘Historic story of Jung-gu street of 

Joseon Dynasty’ was drawn, 'culture night concept' of Copenhagen, 

Denmark was introduced by analysis on urban tourism trend and 

‘Historic story of Jung-gu street, Joseon Dynasty on the night 

street’ is drawn for festival concept. 

    ○ Culture Night is a program providing opportunities to watch cultural 

festivals at night and intends to prepare opportunities to utilize 

modern cultural facilities of Jeong-dong, Seoul. 
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2  Goals / Purposes of the program 

 1. Goals of the program

    ○ Jeong-dong, Jung-gu, Seoul opens facilities of Jeong-dong, 

Jung-gu, where is a place collecting Korean modern cultural 

assets until the night so as to provide various attractions to 

foreigner tourists and Seoul citizens. 

 2. Purposes of the program

    ○ Modern cultural assets of Jeong-dong display static atmosphere of 

cultural assets. It intends to draw tourists to cultural facility of 

Jeong-dong so as to vitalize static atmosphere. 

    ○ It intends to announce particular history and culture of only 

Jung-gu through the tourism products recognize history and 

culture of Jung-gu, Seoul for foreigners visiting Seoul. 

    ○ It intends to announce information modern cultural assets are located 

in Jung-gu, Seoul by exposing the information to interests and media 

of Seoul citizens which have been passed until now. 

3  Creativity and differentiation of the program

 1. Creativity of the program

    ○ Tourism product of the first modern cultural asset as if nothing is 

complete unless you put it in final shape 

      - Jeong-dong, Seoul is the first street of modern assets because 20 

places such as Deoksugung palace, Seonggonhoe catholic church, 

municipal gallery, Baejae historic museum, police museum, Seoul historic 

museum, agricultural museum, etc. are opened until the late night.  
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  2. Differentiations of the program

    ○ The first opening of Habib House in 130 years 

      - Many office workers around there stoll Jeong-dong street in 

lunch time, but iron door is strongly closed and stone wall covered 

by moss and ivy is high. Habib house which was like an island of 

downtown opened firstly to citizens. 

    ○ Stamp tour for 20 institutions 

      - Stamps accumulated if going around the 20 institutions, If the 

number is more than 5, caligraphy present can be given. 
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Division Items Amount(won)

Cultural 
facility panel

Institution guidance 
panel

Guideance panel                 2,400,000 

Panel lighting

J ungmyeong j eon , 
Deoksugung Palace

Lighting facility                   330,000 

Korean classical music playing                 2,800,000 

Salvation Army 
historic museum

Bras band performance                 1,000,000 

Baejae hakdang
Classic performance                 1,000,000 

Electric lighting                 1,500,000 

Jeong-dong church Pipe organ performance                 1,000,000 

Seonggonghoe Seoul 
catholic church

Pipe organ performance                 1,000,000 

Stamp tour

Stamp book Stamp book                 6,000,000 

Stamp manufacturing 
charge

20 cultural institutions                   800,000 

stamp sign Mini X banner                   480,000 

Souvenir Anniversary postcard                   600,000 

Souvenir Anniversary postcard addition                   495,000 

Visiting program Visiting wireless guide system                   500,000 

Calligrapher Stamp certifying calligrapher                   450,000 

Caricature Caricature                   390,000 

Labor charge Manpower meal, lodging, clothes 258,000

Total Incorrect calculation

4  Objective consumers / number of participants

 1. Total number of participants : about 90,000 members

    ○ 5.29(Fri.) 18 ~ 22 o'clock  :  32,000 members

    ○ 5.30(Sat.) 14 ~ 22 o'clock  :  58,000 members

5  Budget of the program and the whole income
 (in case of charged) 

 1. Budget of the program

    ○ Budget : about 21,000,000 won

    ○ Detailed budget
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 2. The whole incomes 

    ○ Progress of uncharged experience (no income)

6  Subject reflection of program festival 

    ○ The festival was prepared to provide opportunities of unique cultural 

experience including smartness and memories of Jeong-dong to 

domestic and overseas tourists. Like the nickname, 'Culture Night', it 

was operated at 6~10 p.m. (from 2 p.m. on 30th). 

    ○ 'Flowery Night ' program of Jeongdongyahaeng was organized to 

enjoy Jeong-dong whose day landscape is familiar at night. To 

achieve it, 20 places of Jeong-dong, such as Deoksugung palace, 

Seonggonghoe Seoul catholic church, municipal gallery, baejae historic 

museum, police museum, Seoul historic museum, etc. were opened 

until the late night and some of Habib House was opened during the 

festival. 

    ○ 'Flowery Night ' of Jeongdongyahaeng is cultural facility of 

Jeong-dong, blooming flowers at night. 20 cultural facilities located in 

Jeong-dong, such as Deoksugung palace, etc, were opened until 10 

p.m., Habib House which wasn't opened ordinarily is opened specially 

from Fri.~Sat. and Deoksugung palace watched from Jeongdong's night 

observatory of City Hall annexed building is another attraction. 

    ○ With night opening, concert of Seoul pop orchestra was held in front of 

Junghwajun, Deoksugung palace at 7 p.m. of May 30, Salvation Army 

historic museum displayed Salvation Army bras band performance and 

classic performance was held in front ground of Baejae historic 

museum. For particular performance, pipe organ performance was 

conducted in Jeong-dong Jeil Church and Seonggonghoe catholic church.  
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7  Operation time of the program 

 1. Operation time of the program 

    ○ at 18~22 on 5.29(Fri.) 

    ○ at 14~22 on 5.30(Sat.)

 2. Program operation time by days(facility's own programs)

Contents
Fri.

18:00 19:00 20:00 21:00 22:00

Flowery 
Night 

Deoksugun
g palace

Seoul 
municipal 
gallery

Portrait project(portrait drawing & taking pictures)

Jungmyeon
gjun, 

Deoksugun
g palace

Korean classical 
music 

performance

Korean 
classical music 
performance

Baejae 
hakdang

String quartet String quartet String quartet 

Salvation 
Army 
historic 
museum

Salvation Army 
band

Salvation Army 
band

Jeong-dong 
church

Pipe organ & vocal performance(18:30)

Seonggong
hoe Seoul 
catholic 
church

Pipe organ performance(19:30)

Jeong-dong 
theater

Musical performance(19:00)
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Contents
Sat.

14:00 15:00 16:00 17:00 18:00 19:00 20:00 21:00 22:00

Flowery 

Night  

Deoksugung 

palace
Concert of Seoul pops orchestra, Junghwajun   front 19:00

Seoul 
municipal 
gallery

Portrait project(portrait drawing & taking pictures)

Jungmyeongj
un, 

Deoksugung 
palace

Korean 

classical 

music 

perfor

mance

Korean 

classical 

music 

perform

ance

Korean 

classical 

music 

perform

ance

Korean 

classical 

music 

perfor

mance
Baejae 

hakdang

Salvation 
Army 
historic 
museum

Salvation 
Army 
band

Salvation 
Army 
band

Salvation Army kettle making, paper craft experience 

Jeong-dong 
church Pipe organ & Korean classical music performance(18:30)

Seonggonghoe 
Seoul 

catholic 
church

Pipe organ performance (15:00,   17:00)

Jeong-dong 
theater Musical concert(14:00)
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No. Name of facility Operation time

1 Deoksugung palace 09:00~22:00

2 Gallery of Deoksugung palace 10:00~22:00

3 Seoul municipal gallery 10:00~22:00

4 Baejae historic museum 10:00~22:00

5 Jeong-dong Jeil Church 14:00~22:00

6 Habib House
Fri. 18:00~20:00

Sat. 14:00~18:00

7 Jeong-dong theater 10:00~22:00

8 Jungmyeongjun of Deoksugung palace 10:00~22:00

9 Annexed building of Sina Ilbo 10:00~22:00

10 Ewha museum(Simseun memorial hall) 10:00~22:00

11 Prior Russian legation 10:00~22:00

12 NH Art Hall Performance 20:00

13 Agricultural museum 09:30~18:00

14 Police museum
Fri. 09:30~17:30

Sat. 09:30~17:30

15 Seoul historic museum
Fri. 09:00~20:00 

Sat. 09:00~18:00

16 Salvation Army historic museum 10:00~16:00

17 Community Chest of Korea 09:00~18:00

18 Gallery of Joseon Ilbo 10:00~18:00

19 Seonggonghoe Seoul catholic church 11:00~16:00

20 Sesil theater Performance 20:00

21 Jeong-dong observatory of annexed building of city hall 09:00~18:00

8  Participants and groups of the program 

 1. Participating institutions of Flowery Night  program

    ○ Participation in main historic and cultural facilities in Jeong-dong 

from May 29~30
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9  Effects and successes of the whole program

 1. Effects of the whole program 

    ○ Creation of the image of cultural Jung-gu

      - Jung-gu, Seoul, which has been announced as a center of shopping 

of Myeong-dong, Dongdaemun, Namdaemun, etc. obtains an 

opportunity to create the image of cultural Jung-gu as the first place 

of modern cultural assets. 

    ○ Preparation of opportunity for active excavation and utilization of historic 

and cultural resources of Jeong-dong 

      - Opportunities to remember historic and cultural resources neglected 

in Seoul again 

    ○ Preparation of the opportunity to be more familiar due to the 

increased visitors of museum and gallery 

      - Visitors of weekends visit there more than usual times by more than 

10 times 

 2. Success of the program 

    ○ Jeong-dong visitors which were just 10~20 thousand recorded about 90 

thousand during the festival and Jungmyeongjun, Deoksugung palace 

was visited by about 6,700 visitors which are more than usual weekend 

visitors by more than 10 times. 

    ○ Jeong-dong yahaeng festival held on May 29∼30 opened main places 

of Jeong-dong, such as Deoksugung palace, Seonggonghoe catholic 

church, municipal gallery, baejae historic museum, etc. until the late 

night and Habib House was opened to general people firstly, so there 

were so many interests of the press and media. 

    ○ By focusing on good response of Habib House's opening, it's planned 

to promote opening of overseas official residences of Jeong-dong, 

such as British Embassy, etc. during the following festivals. 
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9  Programs by operation of new program(preparations) 

 1. Expansion and regularization of festival period

    ○ Necessity to expand and regularize festival period as a representative 

program of Jeong-dong yahaeng

 2. Inducement to vitalize regional economy such as 

charged system, etc. 

    ○ Necessity to expand festival periodand regularize program as a 

representative program of Jeong-dong yahaeng tried firstly in this 

year 

 3. Development of facility's specialized program and 

festival main program 

    ○ With opening of 20 facilities participating in Jeong-dong yahaeng at 

night, facility's specialized program is operated so as to display 

various attractions. It's necessary to develop the program which can 

increase subjectivity of each facility. 

 4. Expansion of the participation by facilities around 

Jeong-dong

    ○ Necessity to expand additional facilities in addition to 20 facilities 

participating in Jeong-dong yahaeng 

    ○ To become a night program, it's necessary to expand opening time 

more than existing 10 o'clock. 
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10  Attached materials

    ○ Prints
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    ○ Photos of the program

Concert of Deoksugung palace Staying at Habib House 

Pipe organ performance of 

Seonggonghoe catholic church

Baejae classic performance

Salvation Army band performance Seoul pops orchestra
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    ○ Improving or public data(evaluation, measuring data, etc.) 

 1) Positive evaluation of the first opening of Jeong-dong Flowery Night  

   - Jeong-dong yahaeng is analyzed as a positive evaluation in 

comparison with the satisfaction of cultural and tourism festival. 

  2) Taking about 78% for the rate of tourists  

    - About 80% of the whole visitors are analyzed to tourists. 

     (22.9% of Jung-gu residents, 77.1% for the areas except for 
Jung-gu)
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    ○ Articles 


